Restless legs syndrome

Restless legs syndrome is a neurological condition that causes an irresistible urge to move the legs. The movement is triggered by strange or uncomfortable feelings, often described as crawling, pulling, or itching, deep within both legs. The feelings usually occur while the affected person is sitting or lying down and are worse at night. Movement, such as kicking, stretching, rubbing, or pacing, can make the discomfort go away, at least temporarily. The unpleasant feelings and the resulting need to move the legs often make it difficult for an affected person to fall asleep or stay asleep.

The signs and symptoms of restless legs syndrome range from mild to severe; people with mild cases may experience symptoms a few times a month, while those with more severe cases may have symptoms every night. In severe cases, the uncomfortable feelings can affect the arms or other parts of the body in addition to the legs.

Many people with restless legs syndrome also experience uncontrollable, repetitive leg movements that occur while they are sleeping or while relaxed or drowsy. When these movements occur during sleep, they are called periodic limb movements of sleep (PLMS); when they occur while a person is awake, they are called periodic limb movements of wakefulness (PLMW). It is unclear whether PLMS and PLMW are features of restless legs syndrome itself or represent similar, but separate, conditions.

Restless legs syndrome and PLMS can affect the quality and amount of sleep. As a result of these conditions, affected individuals may have difficulty concentrating during the day, and some develop mood swings, depression, or other health problems.

Researchers have described early-onset and late-onset forms of restless legs syndrome. The early-onset form begins before age 45, and sometimes as early as childhood. The signs and symptoms of this form usually worsen slowly with time. The late-onset form begins after age 45, and its signs and symptoms tend to worsen more rapidly.

Frequency

Restless legs syndrome is one of the most common sleep and movement disorders. It affects an estimated 5 to 10 percent of adults and 2 to 4 percent of children in the United States. For unknown reasons, the disorder affects women more often than men. The prevalence of restless legs syndrome increases with age.

Causes

Restless legs syndrome likely results from a combination of genetic and environmental factors, many of which are unknown.
Studies suggest that restless legs syndrome is related to a shortage (deficiency) of iron in certain parts of the brain. Iron is involved in several critical activities in brain cells, including the production of a chemical messenger (neurotransmitter) called dopamine. Among its many functions, dopamine triggers signals within the nervous system that help the brain control physical movement. Researchers believe that malfunction of the dopamine signaling system may underlie the abnormal movements in people with restless legs syndrome. However, it is unclear how iron deficiency is related to abnormal dopamine signaling, or how these changes in the brain lead to the particular signs and symptoms of the condition.

Variations in several genes have been studied as risk factors for restless legs syndrome. Most of these genes are thought to be involved in the development of nerve cells (neurons) before birth. It is unclear whether any of the genes play roles in brain iron levels or in dopamine signaling. Variations in known genes appear to account for only a small percentage of the risk of developing restless legs syndrome. Changes in other genes, which have not been identified, probably also contribute to this complex disorder. Researchers suspect that the early-onset form of restless legs syndrome is more likely than the late-onset form to have a genetic basis.

Nongenetic factors are also thought to play a role in restless legs syndrome. For example, several other disorders increase the risk of developing the condition. These include a life-threatening failure of kidney function called end-stage renal disease, diabetes mellitus, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, and Parkinson disease. People with low iron levels associated with a shortage of red blood cells (anemia) and women who are pregnant are also more likely to develop restless legs syndrome. In these cases, the condition usually improves or goes away when iron levels increase or after the woman gives birth.

Restless legs syndrome can be triggered by medications, including certain drugs used to treat nausea, depression and other mental health disorders, colds and allergies, heart problems, and high blood pressure. Use of caffeine, nicotine, or alcohol can also trigger restless legs syndrome or make the signs and symptoms worse. In these cases, the condition usually improves or goes away once a person stops using these medications or substances.

**Inheritance Pattern**

The inheritance pattern of restless legs syndrome is usually unclear because many genetic and environmental factors can be involved. The disorder often runs in families: 40 to 90 percent of affected individuals report having at least one affected first-degree relative, such as a parent or sibling, and many families have multiple affected family members. Studies suggest that the early-onset form of the disorder is more likely to run in families than the late-onset form.

In some affected families, restless legs syndrome appears to have an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance. Autosomal dominant inheritance suggests that one copy of an altered gene in each cell is sufficient to cause the disorder. However, the
genetic changes associated with restless legs syndrome in these families have not been identified.

Other Names for This Condition
• Ekbom syndrome
• Ekbom’s syndrome
• restless leg syndrome
• RLS
• WED
• Willis-Ekbom disease

Diagnosis & Management

Genetic Testing Information
• What is genetic testing? /primer/testing/genetictesting
• Genetic Testing Registry: Restless legs syndrome, susceptibility to, 5 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gtr/conditions/C1970010/
• Genetic Testing Registry: Restless legs syndrome, susceptibility to, 8 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gtr/conditions/C3554664/

Research Studies from ClinicalTrials.gov
• ClinicalTrials.gov
  https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?cond=%22restless+legs+s syndrome%22
Other Diagnosis and Management Resources

- Restless Leg Syndrome Foundation: Symptoms and Diagnosis
  https://www.rls.org/understanding-rls/symptoms-diagnosis
- Restless Leg Syndrome Foundation: Treatment
  https://www.rls.org/treatment

Additional Information & Resources

Health Information from MedlinePlus

- Encyclopedia: Restless Leg Syndrome
  https://medlineplus.gov/ency/article/000807.htm
- Health Topic: Restless Legs
  https://medlineplus.gov/restlesslegs.html

Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center

- Restless legs syndrome
  https://rarediseases.info.nih.gov/diseases/11926/restless-legs-syndrome

Additional NIH Resources

- National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
  https://www.ninds.nih.gov/Disorders/All-Disorders/Restless-Legs-Syndrome-
  Information-Page

Educational Resources

- Johns Hopkins Medicine
  https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/neurology_neurosurgery/centers_clinics/restless-
  legs-syndrome/what-is-rls/
- MalaCards: restless legs syndrome
  https://www.malacards.org/card/restless_legs_syndrome
- Merck Manual Professional Version
  https://www.merckmanuals.com/professional/neurologic-disorders/sleep-and-
  wakefulness-disorders/periodic-limb-movement-disorder-plmd-and-restless-legs-
  syndrome-rls

Patient Support and Advocacy Resources

- European Alliance for Restless Legs Syndrome
  https://earls.eu/
- National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD)
  https://rarediseases.org/rare-diseases/restless-legs-syndrome/
- Restless Leg Syndrome Foundation
  https://www.rls.org/
Scientific Articles on PubMed

- PubMed
  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed?term=%28Restless+Legs+Syndrome%5BMAJR%5D%29+AND+%28%28restless+legs+syndrome%5BTI%5D%29+AND+genetic*%5BTIAB%5D%29+AND+english%5Bla%5D+AND+human%5Bmh%5D+AND+%22last+1800+days%22%5Bdp%5D

Catalog of Genes and Diseases from OMIM

- RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 1
  http://omim.org/entry/102300
- RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 2
  http://omim.org/entry/608831
- RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 3
  http://omim.org/entry/610438
- RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 4
  http://omim.org/entry/610439
- RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 5
  http://omim.org/entry/611242
- RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 6
  http://omim.org/entry/611242
- RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 7
  http://omim.org/entry/612853
- RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME, SUSCEPTIBILITY TO, 8
  http://omim.org/entry/615197

Medical Genetics Database from MedGen

- Restless legs syndrome 1
- Restless legs syndrome 2
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